KEDARKANTHA TREK IN UTTARAKHAND

Trekking in Kedarkantha Uttarakhand, Himalayas
Kedarkantha trek is one of the most adventurous trips on the lap of the Himalayan mountains.
Kedarkantha mountain is situated at the Western Gharwal of Uttrakhand State and shares the
region of the great Himalayas. Its submission peak lies at an altitude of 12500 ft high where the
trekkers can have a magnificent view of 360 degrees of several sacred peaks of mountains such as
Swargarohini, Black Peak, and Bandarpoonch during submitting at the peak of Kedarkantha
thereby Kedarkantha trek is amazingly one of the most mesmerizing treks of Uttrakhand.
Sankri
The Kedarkantha trek begins from Sankri to Kedarkantha covering the distance of 19km, Sankri is
a beautiful place itself which is the base camp for nature lovers where you can enjoy the beauty of
apple orchard along with the traditional customs of 120 villagers who are highly welcoming and
social and love to entertain the tourists through their folk music and dance. If you are fond of
experiencing traditional activities of other sorts of the community then you going to enjoy folk art
from around bone fire at night. Many famous treks of Uttrakhand are starting from Sankri.
Judatal
Having covered the distance of 9km from Sankri you would excitedly happen to experience Judatal
lake which remains frozen between December to February. The walkthrough Sankri to
Kedarkantha enables you to explore the beautification of the rich dense forest of pine trees which
seems to be a heavenly aura delighting the mood of trekkers or tourists. In a comparison of other
treks, the Kedarkantha trek is best for beginners and also very rewarding among other treks of
Uttrakhand.
The Final Destination
Finally come to the hot spot place which is none other than but the Kedarkantha trek summit
point the final and mind-blowing destination which gets covered with 15 feet thick pearly
appearing snow-covered mountain and you would lovingly enjoy and spend the leisure time of
yours the way you would have been dreaming to live it.
Kedarkantha trek is exceptionally one of the best trekking trips in the Himalayan region and
nothing could be for any sort of trekking and camping lovers whether you are an amateur or
professional trekker. There is perfectly a vast grabbing opportunity for snow Skiing.
Once your trekking and camping tour is over to have enjoyed Kedarkantha trek then you would
never forget every moment in rest of your life because Kedarkantha trek and camping also let you
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experience the essence of Lord Shiva the Mahadeva as the mountains of Kedarkantha have been the
adobe of Shiva!
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